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How Many Hearts
Travis

Hello, this next song is the 5th track from the new brilliant album 12 memories
called
How many hearts. travis as always produce great music to their listeners and
though this albums style is a bit different from the other travis material it
still as good as the previous albums.

tabbed by Evgeny Mogiliansky. Israel.
Enjoy!!!

How Many Hearts â€“ Travis

Intro:
A Em G   X2 (just acoustic guitar)
A Em G   X2 (with piano and drums)

Verse:
A                   Em
How many hearts
G
Does it take to break
A                 Em
All of the bonds
G
That young lovers make
A                 Em
Hoping to find
G
The next golden age
A                    Em
One that will shine
G
Through the rest of time

A Em G   X2

Verse:
How many roads
Must there need to be
Hoping inside
You could mean to me
Open your mouth
Build your sermon there
Give me more time
Do the best I can

Chorus:
D                      Dm



Hopelessly hoping our plan will wake up
A                      Em
Hoping it all will be fine
D                          Dm
Holding our candles through weather or not
A                 Em
Love be the enemy now
                     | A  Em  G | X 4  
Now for the rest of time

Verse:
A long time ago
There was only me
And there was no
Rings eternally
Won t be the same
No one there to blame
No longer care

And you are, and you are a new age...(through out the chords of the verses)

Chorus:
Hopelessly hoping our plan will wake up
Hoping it all will be fine
Holding our candles through weather or not
Love be the enemy now
Now for the rest of time

And you are and you are a new age...

End with the verse chords.

any corrections or whatever send to evge1@pisem.net

peace.


